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Brexit: Taking the 

pulse of the UK 

economy  
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United Kingdom: Eurozone growth surprises on                   

the upside meanwhile the UK economy is struggling to keep up 

GDP growth, % 

UK falling behind: Brexit-induced 

slowdown is becoming increasingly more 

pronounced 

Composite PMIs 

Eurozone GDP growth forecast for 2017 has  

been revised upwards by +0.2pp to +2.1%  

thanks to stronger trade and investment growth 

Sources: IHS, Allianz Research. Sources: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Allianz Research.  
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Squeezed living standards: UK consumers face                  

double-whammy blow of high inflation and sluggish wage growth 

Headline inflation, retail price inflation, core 

inflation & compensation per employee (y/y, in %) 

‘Brexflation’: UK now has the highest 

inflation rate among major EU countries 

but wage growth fails to keep up 

Consumer spending (y/y, %, rhs) & consumer  

confidence (lhs) 

 

The Brexit-decision has clouded the outlook 

for private consumption, declining consumer 

confidence suggests more pain ahead 

Sources: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Allianz Research.  Sources: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Allianz Research.  
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Investment still holding up: Signs of softening but 

investors maintain ‘wait-and-see’ attitude for now 

 

Total investment, 4Q/4Q 

Cut-back in investment will become more 

pronounced in 2018 in line with slowing 

domestic demand 

Business investment (y/y, lhs) & investment intentions 

(manufacturing and services, rhs) 

 

Firms’ investment intentions picked up 

again in Q1 2017 despite Brexit-related 

uncertainty 

0%
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4%
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Sources: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Allianz Research.  Sources: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Allianz Research.  
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No sign of an export boom yet: Sterling depreciation    

has failed to trigger stronger demand for UK exports 

Exporters responded to Sterling’s 

depreciation by raising export prices 

putting profit before volume 

Exports of goods and services & imports of goods 

and services (Index: Q1 2012 = 100) 

 

Sterling’s depreciation following Brexit-vote 

has so far failed to incite a strong surge in 

UK exports  

GBP/EUR (lhs) & export prices index  

(2013 =100, rhs) 

Sources: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Allianz Research.  Sources: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Allianz Research.  
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2016 

• Brexit 
referendum 

2017-18 

• EU-UK exit 
negotiations 

H1 2019 

• Ratification 
of divorce & 
transition 
deals 

Mar 2019 

Brexit 

2019-21 

• EU-UK 
negotiations 
on future 
relations 

2021 

• New steady-
state in UK-
EU relations 

Breaking up is hard to do – Road to Brexit:                   

Limited progress so far, most challenging hurdles still lie ahead 

„Brexit means Brexit“ – But what does it actually mean? Divorce & transition deal, 

agreement on future UK-EU relations, renegotiation of +700 international treatise… 

 

Source: Allianz Research.  

You are here! 
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Brexit transition deal (1): Politically a tough sell 

as UK goes from “rule-maker” to “rule-taker”… 

Brexit only in name: A transition deal would likely see the UK retain most benefits & 

responsibilities of EU membership EXCEPT voice in law making 

Positive 

• No cliff-edge in 2019 – more planning certainty 

• Lower risk of no-deal scenario 

• More time for negotiations (incl. renegotiation 
of +700 international treatise) 

Negative 

• EU law & regulations continue to apply but UK 
loses voice 

• No EU migration controls 

• EU budget contributions 

• No new FTAs with third countries 

Source: Allianz Research.  
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Brexit transition deal (2): …but transition deal 

limits negative economic impact of Brexit 

“Taking back control” has to wait, but a transition deal minimizes Brexit-related 

economic disruption by avoiding a cliff-edge scenario in 2019 

2017 2018 2019 

Annual change, 

real terms 

Brexit 

talks with 

EU 

Brexit 

talks with 

EU 

Transition 

deal  

No 

transition 

deal  

GDP 1.4% 1.0% 0.9% -1.2% 

Private 

consumption 
1.7% 1.0% 1.2% -1.0% 

Corporate 

investment 
-0.4% -2.3% -2.3% -8% 

Exports 2.8% 2.2% -1.6% -6.0% 

Source: Allianz Research.  
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EU 
Norway 

model / EEA 

Swiss 

option 

Canada- 

EU CETA 
WTO 

UK 

wishlist 
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Goods 
    x  

Services 
    x  

People 
   x x x 

Capital 
   x x  

D
u

ti
e
s

 Payments to EU 
   x x x 

Subject to EU rules 

& regulations    x x x 

R
ig

h
ts

 

Influence over EU 

regulations  x x x x x 

Ability to 

independently 

agree FTAs 

x      

Bridge to where? Domestic political debate on 

future EU-UK trade relations still work-in-progress 

Source: Allianz Research.  
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Future UK-
EU trade 

deal 

Extensive FTA 

(25%) 

Most goods remain tariff-free 
(less than 1% weighted trade 
average), substantial services 

sector add-ons (+3% additional 
costs) 

Limited FTA 

(55%) 

Selective sectors remain tariff-
free, others will be subject to 
non-prohibitive tariffs (+2-3% 

weighted average tariff on goods, 
few services sector add-ons 

(+10% additional costs) 

No FTA  

(20%) 

Most Favored Nation principle 
applies (+5% weighted average 
on goods). The service sector 

would lose passporting rights and 
equivalence status will be hard to 

establish (+20% to 30% 
additional costs). 

Key Brexit scenarios: What type of trade 

agreement with the EU looks realistic? 

Source: Allianz Research.  
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Long-term forecasts,  

annual average 

Annual 

change, real 

terms 

AVG 

2000-07 

Extensive 

FTA 

Limited 

FTA 

No 

FTA 

GDP 2.9% 1.9% 1.3% 0.8% 

Private 

consumption 3.3% 3.0% 2.0% 1.2% 

Investment 
1.6% 1.5% 1.0% 0.3% 

Exports 
5.1% 2.5% 1.5% 0.5% 

The long view: With restricted access to the EU    

Single Market the UK economy will be clearly worse off 

Lower 
investment 
– domestic 
and foreign 

Reduced 
labor inflow 

Restricted 
access to 

Single 
Market  

UK economic growth 

In our base scenario UK GDP growth 

averages around 1.3% after exiting the EU, 

less than half the pre-Brexit average 

Supply shock ahead: The UK economy will 

see its growth potential significantly reduced 

after exiting the EU  

UK GDP trend growth 
will be lower post-

Brexit 

Sources: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Allianz Research.  
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